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Queensland Clergy Conference 2018
Reimagine Faith Formation for the 21st Century

Session 5. Missional

Missional Faith Formation
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A Diversity of Spiritual Religious Identities

Not Spiritual,
Not Religious
Unaffiliateds

The
Spiritual but Not
Religious
Uninvolved

Faith &
Engagement –
one among
many priorities
Occasionals

Faith &
Engagement at
the Center of Life
Actives

Missional Faith Formation
Expand and extend the
church’s presence
through outreach,
connection, relationship
building, and engagement
with people where they
live—moving faith
formation out into the
community.
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Outreach: Expand the Campus
Move off-campus, out into people’s lives
•
•
•
•

Café, homes, community centers
Faith formation on the go: online faith formation
Life-centered, life-issues, life-transitions faith
formation
Community events with a spiritual theme: arts,
concerts, film festivals, etc.

Ritual Design Lab: Pop-Up Rituals
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Wesley Playhouse UK

Lifetree Cafe
A gathering space
in the community,
offers hospitality,
builds
relationships,
hosts spiritual
conversations,
provides
programs and
activities, and
nourishes the
spiritual life of
people.
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God on Tap
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The Slate Project
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Pathways to Discipleship
Missional faith formation provides pathways for
people to consider or reconsider the Christian
faith, to encounter Jesus and the Good News,
and to live as disciples in a supportive faith
community.

Entry Points
ª Marriage
ª Baptism
ª Sacraments and Milestone Rituals
ª Christmas, Easter, Ash Wednesday
ª Vacation Bible School / Camp Programs
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Messy Church
•
•

•

•

A flexible, relaxed arrival time with
drinks and snacks
Creative exploration of a Bible story/
theme through creative experiences
for people of different learning styles
and of all ages. Children and adults
are not separated and are
encouraged to explore the story/
theme together
A short but explicit time of worship
with story, music and prayers that
builds on the creative exploration.
A generous welcome and hospitality
is expressed through a delicious
home-cooked, sit-down meal with
others
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Pathway: Alpha Course

Alpha: Pathways to Christian Faith
Introduction Dinner: Is there more to life than this?
Week 1: Who is Jesus?
Week 2: Why did Jesus die?
Week 3: How can we have faith?
Week 4: Why and how do I pray?
Week 5: Why and how should I read the Bible?
Week 6: How does God guide us?
Week 7: How can I resist evil?
Week 8: Why & how should we tell others?
Week 9: Does God heal today?
Week 10: What about the Church?
Weekend: Who is the Holy Spirit?
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Pathway: Our Lady of Soledad Parish
Mini-Retreat 101: “Catholics Alive!”
• “What does it mean to be a follower of Christ?”
Mini-Retreat 201: “Alive and Growing Spiritually!”
• Maturing in the Catholic faith
Mini-Retreat 301: “Alive and Gifted!”
• Discerning how to serve God in ministry
Mini-Retreat 401: “Alive in the World!”
• Living as witnesses for Christ, as contagious Catholic
Christians
Mini-Retreat 501: “Alive to Praise God!”
• Catholic worship and the sacraments

Unbinding the Gospel
1. Step 1. Prepare church

leaders
2. Step 2: 40-day preparation
for community members
(study, prayer, worship,
small groups)
3. Step 3: Invitation to one
person & four-week small
group experience with “taste
& see” church experiences
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1-1 Community Evangelism
Step One. Church Leader’s Study: Unbinding
the Gospel
Step Two: All-Church Saturation Study:
Unbinding Your Heart: 40 Days of Prayer &
Faith Sharing.
• six-week, church-wide, small group Event!
• pray each day’s scripture and prayer
exercise and work with a prayer partner
• study a chapter of the book with their
small group
• worship with sermons, music, and
prayers centered on the week’s chapter

1-1 Community Evangelism
Step Three: An Experiment in Prayer and
Community: Unbinding Your Soul.
• a no-obligation experience of substantial
spiritual discussion, prayer and
community for people who aren’t
connected with a church
• church members invite their friends into
a four-week small group experience with
short study chapters, an individual
prayer journal, prayer partner activities,
and group exercises.
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Social Networks
Our social network is made up of all the
people we’re connected to, all the people
they are connected to, all the people they are
connected to, and so on.
Your Friends

Your Friends’
Friends

Your Friends’
Friend’s Friends

Your Friends’
Friends

Your Friends’
Friend’s Friends

Your Friends’
Friends

Your Friends’
Friend’s Friends

You

Your Friends
Your Friends’
Friends

Our social networks tend to have clear boundaries, from
people we care a lot about (in the center) to people we
loosely know (on the periphery).

500
150
50
15
5
You

500 – Weak Ties (you know but
don’t feel close to)
150 – Stable Social Relationships
(know each of these people and
which of them know each other)
50 – Communicate Group (aware
of what’s going on in their lives)
12-15 – Sympathy Group
5 – Inner Circle (advice, emotional
support, times of trouble)
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Most of our communication is
with people closest to us – at
the center of our social
network

At least once a
week
At least once a
month
At least once
every few months
At least once a
year
Not guaranteed in
any give year
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